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Dr. 
To all of our Valued Customers & Dr. Shrink Family,

As the calendar rolls to 2016, we embark on our 24th year in business. Thanks to your 
tremendous support and partnership throughout these years, I am pleased to say that Dr. 
Shrink is moving forward in a way I never imagined possible when this business started out 
of a one car garage.

Throughout the years, I have been able to meet many wonderful people that have had a 
lasting and positive impact on not only Dr. Shrink as a business, but myself as an individual 
and leader for the 18+ sta� we employ.  Each and every Dr. Shrink employee strives to bring 
you the best service, products, price and advice to grow your business into a thriving and 
successful part of the shrink wrap industry.  

The Dr. Shrink family is passionate about shrink wrap and the industry, and we believe in 
innovation and new ideas.  We strive to bring these new ideas online by listening to you and 
working directly with our product engineers and manufacturers to turn your suggestions into 
reality.  Never hesitate to contact us with your ideas and suggestions.

This year, we have a variety of new, cutting edge, VCI/Anti-Corrosion �lms and products.  We have 
also developed shrink wrap accessories that will aid in increased e�ciency and pro�tability of your 
company along with new heat tools.

On behalf of myself and the entire Dr. Shrink family, I want to thank you for the past 24 years of 
being your trusted shrink wrap supplier, and to our new and prospective customers, I want to say 
welcome to our extended family.  The entire team and I are ready to help you in any way we can.

With Warmest Regards,

Michael Stenberg
CEO and Founder

Behind all of our high quality shrink wrap comes this seal.  
All of our �lm is proudly made in America.  Unsurpassed 
strength, longevity, and durability.  Trust your wrap to the 
Dr.  Made in America, Quality Assured.

Dr. Shrink, Inc. 
A U.S.A. MADE COMPANY
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WORLD CLASS I r> 
CUSTOMER SERVICE 
Dr. Shrink, lnc. is proud to offer you world class 
customer service and products in our six divisions 
of shrink wrap. Our highly experienced staff are 
ready to field any question you сап throw at them 
in the six divisions of wrap/products outlined here. 
We look forward to serving you оп your next shrink 
wrap project. 
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Shrink Wrap
Dr. Shrink, Inc. is leading the charge in providing shrink wrap and specialty �lm solutions for virtually any and every industry out there.  We pride ourselves on working 
directly with manufacturers and product engineers to develop the greatest technology and products in the industry.





Dr. Shrink has everything for your shrink wrap needs. Whether you are а novice or 

expert, we have the products that make shrink wrapping а profitaЫe business or 

affordaЫe form of protection. Dr. Shrink supplies only premium 100% virgin resin 

shrink wrap in а wide range of widths, lengths, mil thicknesses and colors. AII of our 

shrink wrap contains maximum UV inhibltors. 

Premium Shrink Wrap 
(MULТIPLE PART NUMBERS) 

Stocked in 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 12-mil; 12' - 60' widths, all wrap 

contains п1aximum UV inhiЬito1·s with extremely coпsistent mil 

thickness. Most sizes are availaЬle in Ыuе, 'Nhite, and clear. 
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PREMIUM SHRINKWRAP 
& SPECIALTY FILMS l 12'-60' ROLL WIDTH 

6 1 7 mil sтдNDдRo ouтv1sEдsoNдL 

Most commonly used for marine/recreational covers. Boats, RVs, & patio 

furniture can easily Ье protected for the entire storage season with our 6 and 

7-mil material. 

8 l 9 mil HEAVYDUTY 

Perfect for wrapping equipment and machinery for storage and light 

transportation. 

1 О l 12 mil ЕХТRЕМЕ ouтv 

Widely used for wrapping sections of scaffolding, large products for on-deck 

ocean freight, and for covering odd shaped machinery for transportation. 

f 

SHRINKWRAP 

Q: ls it hard to shrink wrap? 

А: No. Shrink wrapping is а series of 

logical steps mixed with common sense. 

We request that you watch the Dr. Shrink 
"Wrap lt Up" training DVD at least twice 

before shrink wrapping and also evaluate 

the weather if you will Ье shrink 

wrapping outside. 

Q: What color shrink wrap should 1 

use? 1s there а difference? 

А: Shrink wrap comes in Ыuе, white, and 

clear. lf you live in northern climates, Ыuе 

wrap absorbs heat and allows snow and 
ice to fall from the cover. For southern 

climates, white reflects heat and keeps 

covered boats cooler. Clear shrink wrap is 

commonly used for greenhouses and 

non-storage applications. lf you use clear 
wrap always over-ventilate. Also, if you 

are showing boats or working оп them 

outdoors, white should Ье the color of 

choice. lt provides excellent shadow-free 

lighting and perfect color rendition. 
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Flame Retardant Shrink Wrap
(MULTIPLE PART NUMBERS)
Flame Retardant shrink wrap contains specialized additives that will extinguish the wrap 
within 4 seconds of having the source of ignition removed. An ideal shrink wrap for sca�olding, 
shipyards, factories, containments, etc. where people work under the material. All of our Flame 
Retardant Shrink Wrap meets or exceeds NFPA 701 speci�cation. Available in white opaque 
only in 7, 9, or 12-mil thicknesses. Contains UV inhibitors for long term usage. 

Dr. Shrink’s Vehicle Wrap
(MULTIPLE PART NUMBERS)
Dr. Shrink, Inc. o�ers premium 3 and 5-mil Vehicle Wrap to protect damaged automobiles 
against weather until they are auctioned or repaired. Our Vehicle Wrap is self-adhesive and 
applies easily around broken windows and other areas exposed to damage. It is also UV 
protected to provide durable, long-lasting protection. Vehicle Wrap is ideal for use at auto 
salvage yards, accident sites, and for preparing vehicles for safe transportation.

specialt  film
  

In addition to the standard 6-12 mil shrink wrap, 
Dr. Shrink also o�ers a variety of specialty �lms.  
Various �lms include �ame retardant, vehicle wrap 
and pallet bags.  For anti-corrosion wrap, see 
Section 02 of this catalog.

Dura Skrim (non-shrink)
(MULTIPLE PART NUMBERS)
Dura Skrim® 2FR consists of two sheets of high-strength �ame retardant virgin �lm laminated 
together with a third layer of molten polyethylene. A heavy-duty scrim reinforcement placed 
between these plies greatly enhances tear resistance and increases service life. Dura Skrim® 
meets or exceeds NFPA 701 requirements. Commonly used in applications that require a �ame 
retardant, high puncture and high tear-strength material. Dura Skrim also available in clear, 
non-�ame retardant, 20’ x100’, 6-mil.
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Dr. Shrink’s Pallet Bags
(MULTIPLE PART NUMBERS)
Our premium pallet bags simplify the shrink wrapping process and help eliminate the problems 
typically associated with shipping and transporting skidded products. Simply choose a pallet 
bag that will �t your skid, install the bag over the skidded products, tuck under or around the 
bottom of skid (if possible), and heat shrink the bag. Pallet bags are quick and easy to apply. 
They are made in both 4 or 5-mil premium shrink wrap and are more e�cient and e�ective than 
stretch wrap. O�ering complete waterproof protection, along with included UV inhibitors, pallet 
bags are a very cost e�ective method to protect your goods. 

Sling Shield
(MULTIPLE PART NUMBERS)
The Sling Shield helps protect a boat’s �nish from marks caused by boat lift slings during launch 
and haul-out. Made with 6-mil, 100% virgin resin white polyethylene material, the Sling Shield 
is on a continuous roll that has been formulated speci�cally for use on boat lift slings and fork 
lift tines. Easy to keep clean - dirt and grime can just be pressure washed away. Simple to install, 
requires only one person to get the job done, and shrinks with low heat. 

Sling Shield Holder
(SS-HOLDER)
Installation of the Sling Shield becomes a cinch with the help of the Sling Shield Holder. This 
durable and lightweight holder is designed to be compatible with all size rolls of the Sling 
Shield. The unit features a convenient carrying handle and low resistance spindle system. The 
Sling Shield Holder is the ideal tool to quickly and e�ciently install the Sling Shield. 



1 REBAG® RECYCLING SYSTEM 

REBAG® Recycling System 
(DS-REBAG-KU) 
0r. Shrink has devised а simple, yet effective recycling system which allows you to recycle 
your shrink wrap scraps and entire covers. The REBAG@ kit consists of а 30" х 50" clear bag 
with cover removal directions printed оп it, а closure device for the bag, and а prepaid 
FedEx return label - all neatly packaged in а hanging bag. Each REBAG@ will hold the cover 
from а 26' power boat or approximately 600 square feet of plastic. 

REBAG@ offers you an easy way to keep this recyclaЫe material (#4LOPE) out of landfills. 

l!!llll!!l!!!!l!llll!IJJ!!.,.1!!!!11111!11.!!!• Our EZ-Fill Recycling Bags are custom made strictly for the 
---� Recycling Run program. These bags are nearly douЫe the 

size of the Recycling Run bags used in the past. The 
�.- improved bag features а large-mouth opening which 

•liliilliilj8iiiMMMiil allows you to easily stuff more shrink wrap into the bag.

Q 1 shrjnk �rap
pr ucts 

The full REBAG@ сап 

now Ье picked up Ьу 

FedEx when they 

make deliveries. 
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lin 
your shпnk wrap products >@ 
lt is easy to do your part to keep this premium material out of the landfill! Please think of the 
environment. The Recycling Run pickup regions are currently all throughout Michtgan, lndiana,

IШnois, Wlsconsin Ohlo, Mlnnesota, South Dakota, and t.ong lsland, №w Vs0rk. Our hope is to"
expand this program into other large shrink wrap using areas in 2016 and beyond. Please contact Dr. � · • _ 
Shrink if your company is interested in representation for taking part in this effort. Dr. Shrink's premium • 
shrink wrap is а virgin resin material that is easily recycled into а variety of usaЫe consumer products. 
Shrink wrap will NOT Ьiodegrade in а landfill, so it is extremely important to have it recycled. We 
appreciate your help and participation in this effort. 

Join Dr. Shrink ln th@ R&yding Run Every Spring 

Dr. Shrink, lnc. has once again teamed up with Вау Area Recycling for Charities for the sixth 
annual Recycling Run in 2015! Our Recycling Run program is an inexpensive way to recycle 
shrink wrap covers that need to come off in the spring months. We hope other regions across 
the US will jump on board in the effort - our system is designed to Ье easy, simple, 
and straightforward: 

1: Buy Dr. Shrink's EZ-Fill Bags

2: Fill out and return Dr. Shrink's Registration Form to have your pick-up scheduled 

3: Stuff the EZ-Fill Bag with ONLY shrink wrap (make sure to exclude all strapping, buckles, 
zipper access doors, vents, etc.) 

4: Вау Area Recycling will contact you with an exact pick up date. 

12  



shrin а 
learning from the professionals 
with ShrinkWrapU Ьу Dr. Shrink 

training 
[> 

f[>\
!��:�:t�tl� � worries, ll!t the expertsм Dr. Shrink get you 

Have you ever wanted to learn how to shrink wrap? Or thought about starting а 

moblle shrink wrap company and just don't know where to start?You're not alone and 

Dr. Shrink has created а solution for you. We want you to gain experience and learn 

from the best. 

Dr. Shrink offers ShrinkWrapU, а training course held quarterly at our facility in 

Manistee, MI to help people who are interested in learning how to shrink wrap and/or 

starting а shrink wrap business. This one day class teaches you everything you need 

to know in order to shrink wrap like а pro. Half the day will Ье spent in а 

classroom setting, learning about the products used in the 

shrinking process, safety practices, and marketing & 

business start-up tips. 

The second half of the day will Ье extensive hands-on 

training and live demonstrations. You will Ье 

trained on how to properly shrink wrap а boat for 

storage and also the basic steps involved in 

wrapping а piece of equipment. We are 

certain you will leave our warehouse feeling 

confident in your newfound skills and 

abllities as а shrink wrapper; however, 

we realize questions and concerns are 

bound to соте up when you're out in 

the field or on а job site. When you 

leave our facility, we'II still Ье here to 

help in any way we can. 

оп tм rlght �tft with our spedillzed 
lnintngprognmнt ShrinkWЩ>U. 

apU 
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anti-corrosion 
& mi dew contro 

products [>С> 

We all know that it is crucial to vent shrink wrap covers to allow air into the cover and 

eliminate moisture and mildew from forming. lf you are in an area that is very humid or 

have an object that is prone to moisture buildup, you may want to look into using some of 

our mildew and moisture control products for added protection. 

Г r_/�TLJ RE PRC)[)l_JlT 

Volatile Corrosion lnhiblting (VCI) Shrink Wrap 
(MULТIPLE PART NUMBERS) 
VCI shrink wrap is а "Volatile Corrosion lnhiblting" shrink 
wrap. lt contains additives that will prevent corrosion on both 

ferrous and non-ferrous metals, and electrical connections, 
for periods up to 2 years. VCI shrink wrap comes in both 6 and 

7-mil thicknesses and is availaЫe in white along with our all

NEW Gray 8-mil Wrap.

15 



anti-corrosion Moisture can be damaging to your products so you 
will want to protect them with the most advanced 
corrosion inhibiting products on the market from 
Dr. Shrink.

 

Volatile Corrosion Inhibiting (VCI) 
(MULTIPLE PART NUMBERS)
VCI shrink wrap is a “Volatile Corrosion Inhibiting” shrink wrap. It contains additives that will 
prevent corrosion on both ferrous and non-ferrous metals, and electrical connections, for 
periods up to 2 years. VCI shrink wrap comes in both 6 and 7-mil thicknesses and is only 
available in white.  New for 2015/2016, Dr. Shrink is o�ering 8-mil Gray VCI Wrap.

Multimetal ICT Film
(DS-204100MMVCIG)
Dr. Shrink’s Multimetal ICT Film is an easy-to-use protective �lm containing proven corrosion 
inhibiting technology.  Available in 20’x 100’ 4-mil green, it provides cost-e�ective and 
versatile defense against corrosion damage on ferrous and non-ferrous metals in typical 
shipping and storage conditions. The �lm is intended to be installed as a base layer                    
underneath our premium shrink wrap. This combination ensures a durable, weatherproof 
storage and transportation cover which provides corrosion prevention. Dr. Shrink’s ICT �lm is 
non-toxic, recyclable, and can protect metals for up to 5 years if properly packaged and 
stored. 

VCI Sheeting
(DS-204100YCI)
VCI Sheeting is polyethylene material impregnated with vapor corrosion inhibitors (VCI). VCI 
Sheeting provides superior corrosion protection to parts and components within the 
automotive, electrical, machinery, mechanical and military industries. Available only in 20' x 
100' 4-mil yellow.

16 



anti-corrosion

Mildew Gas Bags 
(DS-MBAGS)
Mildew Gas Bags protect against mildew 
and eliminate musty odors under boat 
covers. No formaldehyde is used in the 
bags and they are safe for the
environment, humans, and pets. The bags 
are placed in a clear plastic clamshell 
which is then placed on a �at surface in a 
central location. Each bag protects an 
enclosed area up to 10 cubic feet.

CargoDry Pak
(DS-CDRI)
Cargo Dry Pak absorbs moisture vapor and 
reduces dew point temperature inside 
transport containers, boats, and other 
storage containers. By preventing    
condensation, CargoDry Pak eliminates 
corrosion, mildew, peeling labels, and 
other harmful e�ects of moisture-related 
damage during shipping and storage.

ProGARDO Corrpack-2
(DS-PROCAP)
VCI Capsule designed for long term 
corrosion protection of closed areas up to 
1 cubic meter and 5 years, also absorbs 
chloride or sul�de gases. Boxes of 10 
capsules.

ProGARDO VCI & DRY
(DS-PROCDRI)
VCI Bag containing desiccant and 
designed for corrosion protection in 
closed areas where humidity also will be a 
factor.

VCI Capsules
(DS-VC1-1, DS-VC2-1, DS-VC2-2)
VCI Capsules protect electrical and mechanical metal components against corrosion failure during storage. The 
capsules create an invisible vapor shield on the metal surface. The molecules in the vapor prevent the
electrochemical reactions that cause corrosion to form. Various sizes are available depending on the size of the area 
in need of protection. Installation is easy-simply peel away the adhesive backing and a�x to almost any interior 
surface.
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heat tools 
) & accessories 

When it comes to shrink wrapping, the quality of your chosen heat tool is almost as 

important as the quality of the shrink wrap used. Dr. Shrink carries several models of heat 

tools that weigh just three pounds or less! 

COMING SOON! 

Shrinkfast" S80 is а duraЫe, ргорапе powered heat tool that 

out ап impressive 80,000 BTUs. Weighing iп at опlу l .751bs, it 

пе of the lighter heat tools оп the market апd опе of the 

1stries leading lightweight DIY heat tools. Kit comes complete 
plastic carrying case, 25' ргорапе hose, adjustaЫe regulator 

wrench for tightening fittings. 

SHRINKFAST 
Innovators in Heat Shrink Tools 
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Shrinkfast® 998 Extensions 
(MULTIPLE PART NUMBERS)
Extensions for the 998 heat tool come in 2’, 4’, and 6’ lengths to get all those hard-to-reach 
surfaces.  Repair parts available for all extensions. *Each sold separately. Heat tool & combustor not included* 

Shrinkfast® 998
(DS-SHFAST998)
The Shrinkfast® 998 is a durable propane powered heat tool that puts out 215,000 BTUs at 
22 pounds of pressure. The kit includes: heat tool, 25’ propane hose, adjustable regulator, 
wrench for tightening �ttings, and a professional training DVD. It comes in a plastic 
carrying case and has a one year warranty. Options include 2’, 4’, and 6’ extensions.

Shrinkfast® Extension Carrying Case
(MULTIPLE PART NUMBERS)
The Shrinkfast® Extension Carrying Case allows you to carry multiple extensions all in one bag. 
Lightweight and durable, this case can hold up to three extensions complete with combustors 
installed. Comprised of a rugged industrial grade polyester outer shell and a closed cell foam  interior 
for additional stability, this case will keep your Shrinkfast extensions in prime condition. Cases are 
available in 4’ or 6’  lengths. *Extensions & combustors not included*

Shrinkfast® 2’ X-tender
(DS-SHFAST998-2-ST)
Need an even longer reach than 6 feet? Now you can get an additional 2’ of reach with 
the Shrinkfast 2’ X-tender! With a simple push button installation, the X-tender adds an 
additional 2’ to existing 2’,  4’ and 6’ extensions. This 2’ straight extension can be attached 
to the end of a 6’ extension to extend the reach to an impressive 8’. O�ering the same 
dependable ignition system and no installation tools required, now you have numerous 
extension options for even the toughest shrink wrapping jobs. 

*Heat tool, combustor, and 
additional extension not included*

20 



Oзheat t()OIS
& accessones 

Shrinkfast® Belt Clip 
(DS-998-CLIP) 

With this Belt Clip, the heat tool is always within reach for convenient 

handling, saving users time and effort. Shrink wrap installation becomes more 

efficient. This handy device also helps prevent damage to the heat tool from 

dropping or mishandling. Also comes with orange adjustaЫe belt. 

�RIPACK:1 
____________ ./ 

heat tool & accessories 

RipackЗOOO 
(DS-RPКЗOO0) 
The Ripack 3000 propane ftred heat tool allows users to heat large areas of shrink wrap 

safely and quickly. The stainless steel nozzle can Ье turned а full 360 degrees and 

prevents burns with its cold nozzle system. Weighs only 2.7 pounds, yet puts out 

260,000 BTUs of heat. The kit includes: heat tool with back-up igniter, 26' propane hose, 

Securipack-comblned fail-safe regulator, high impact plastic case, and wrench for 

tightening ftttings. Also comes with а one year warranty. Options include а swivel 

connection to eliminate twists in hose, а 2-piece 4'9" extension, and а 6'8" extension. 

-

Ripack 3000 Carry-AII Extension Kit 
(DS-RРКЗООО-КIТ) 

аэ 

.. � 
- �

. - . . 

Carry all of your Ripack equipment in one secure case. This system was designed for the user that is 

on-the-go, needing а protective case to hold all the Ripack equipment in а secure, easy to сапу unit . 

The Сапу-АН is made from high impact plastic with multi-layered foam inserts to hold and protect 

the operator's Ripack heat gun, extensions, and accessories. This versatile kit includes а complete 

Ripack 3000 HeatTool Кit, 6'8" extension combo kit, and the high impact carry case. 
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С>[>@ heat tool & accessories 
Rapid Shrink 100 
(OS-RS100) 

Our economical Rapid Shrink 100 Heat Tool Кit puts out 100,000 BTUs and comes with 
complete certification. The kit includes: heat tool, 25' propane hose, adjustaЫe 

regulator, training 0VD, carrying case, safety gloves and safety glasses. The Rapid 

Shrink 100 is а perfect fit for do-it-yourselfers or used as а secondary heat tool. 

Optional 3' extension availaЫe. 

З' Extension for Rapid Shrink Heat Tools 
(OS-RS-EXТ) 

Easily extends the length of the Rapid Shrink Heat Tools an additional 3 feet for taller shrink 

wrapping jobs. *Combustor not included* 

1 ESSENTIAL ADD-ON'S FOR ANY НЕАТ TOOL 

Lightweight Composite Propane Tank 
(0S-LWTANK-17) 

Finally, an alternative to lugging around those heavy propane cylinders! These 17 pound composite tanks are 
36% lighter than steel and 14% lighter than aluminum tanks. The ergonomic handles allow for easy carrying 

and stacking. Thanks to the rugged noncorrosive 3-layer composite, your fuel levels will always Ье visiЬle so 

you'II never unexpectedly run out on the job. 
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heat tools
 

Safety Glasses
(DS-010)
Protect your eyes with these shatter 
resistant safety glasses from Dr. Shrink.

Long Cu� Safety Gloves
(DS-009)
The Long Cu� Safety Gloves will not stick 
to heated wrap and will protect your 
hands during those extreme jobs.

Heat Tool Repair Parts
(CALL FOR PART NUMBERS)
Whether you need a single part, or a complete rebuild kit, Dr. Shrink has 
the repair parts you need to keep your heat tool in prime working  
condition. If you are in need of having your heat tool repaired, Dr. Shrink 
has Heat Tool Technicians on sta� that can diagnose your heat tools’ 
problem and get it back up and running. 

re air & parts
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;J supplies 
- tapes, strapping, [> [> [>

venting & more 

Dr. Shrink has all of the installation a((essories you need to make your job easier, faster, 

and cleaner! Our professional film cutting knives, ring cutter, and strapping are all parts of 

а system and essential during the shrink wrap process. 

FEATURE PRODUCT 

МADEIN 
АМЕRIСд 

QUAI.IТY 
ASSURED 

Woven Cord Strapping 
(MULТIPLE PART NUMBERS) 
Woven cord strapping is used with wooden uprights and buckles to form the support 
structure under shrink wrap covers. lt is also used to пеаtе the perimeter band that will 
secure the shrink wrap material. 1/2" and 3/4"widths availaЫe in both standard strength 
and heavy-duty. 

Strapping Dispenser 
(D5-STRAPDISP) 
lt's never been easier to dispense your strapping! Dr. Shrink's Strapping Dispenser has а 
duraЫe and Hghtweight design which is compatiЫe with all of our premium 1/2" and 3/4" 
strapping rolls. The unit features а convenient carrying handle and low resistance spindle 
system. The Strapping Oispenser is the ideal tool to prevent knots, tangles, and twists in 
the strapping. 

25 



t 
shrinк wrap adhesive products 

Dr. Shrink's Heat Shrink Таре 
(MULТIPLE PART NJMBERS) 

Heat Shrink Таре is а 9-mil polyethylene tape that is designed to install doors and seal pleats, 

seams, and holes. Heat Shrink Таре has а powerful backing that adheres nicely to shrink wrap. � ... .._ 
AvailaЫe in Ыuе, white, clear, and green in 2'; З'; 4'; and 6" widths. AII rolls аге 180' long. 2" 

and 4" white is also availaЫe with а serrated edge for easier tearing. А light-duty version of 

our heat shrink tape is also availaЫe. light-duty heat shrink tape is а 7 .5-mil polyethylene 

tape. Sizes аге 2.5'; 4'; & 6': AvailaЫe only in white with serrated edges. 

Permanent Shrink Wrap Таре 
IDS-724W) 
Dr. Shrink's new Permanent Shrink Wrap Таре contains 2 mils of aggressive acrylic adhesive for extremely high 
adhesion power. This tape is long lasting and permanently bonds to our premium shrink wrap. Permanent 

Shrink Wrap Таре works great оп all applications requiring higher bond strength and longer life span. Currently 

availaЫe in 4"х 180' rolls. 

WARNING: PERМANENT SHRINK WRAP ТАРЕ lS ТО ВЕ APPLIEO ТО SНRINK WRAP ONLY. DAМAGE WILL OCCUR IF APPUEO ТО OTHER SURFACES. 

Dr. Shrink's Preservation Таре 
(MULПPLE PART Ntf MBERS1 

Preservation Таре is а 10-mil, waterproof tape that contains UV inhibltors for long term storage and leaves 
minimal adhesive residue. Preservation Таре is most commonly used for transportation covers where the cover 

needs to Ье taped directly to the object. AvailaЫe in Ыuе, white, ciear, and Ыасk in 1 '; 2'; З'; 4'; and 6"widths. 

AII rolls are 108' long. 

P1.fA5E МОП: AIЬJouQII �Jtion tlpe iнJesigne411ot tn leave ;i rмidue, the ;idhe.slon 1:. vщ mong ;ind it щюssible t11;il thl! 111\1 l:iy«of �int 
or 1inlm m�y come oif p.inted sumCfS or wood.1'1t;ise test а sm� are;i Ьefore ;ipplJing to 11\е enti� �ur!JCP 
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Dr. Shrink’s Anti-Chafe Tape
(MULTIPLE PART NUMBERS)
Dr. Shrink’s Anti-Chafe Tape is a high performance polyethylene �lm that provides a tough, puncture resistant 
material to prevent abrasion. This tape is designed as a low-tack �lm that will provide protection for your boat 
or other object. Use only between shrink wrap and the object. Simply apply it directly to the object where the 
shrink wrap touches. The tape acts as a barrier between the object and shrink wrap, thus preventing any  
scratching or cha�ng. The black underside of the tape contains UV inhibitors to prevent the sun from drying out 
the adhesive.

Buckles 
(DS-050 & DS-075)
Buckles are needed in both the support structure and the perimeter 
band. The buckle is used with the strapping and tensioning tool 
when creating a tight-�tting perimeter band. When creating the 
support structure, the buckles allow the installer to su�ciently 
hand tighten the strapping and produce a sturdy, sloping frame for 
the shrink wrap cover. 

strapping system

Woven Cord Strapping
(MULTIPLE PART NUMBERS)
Woven cord strapping is used with wooden uprights and buckles to form the support structure under 
shrink wrap covers. It is also used to create the perimeter band that will secure the shrink wrap material. 
1/2” and 3/4” widths available in both standard strength and heavy-duty.

Strapping Dispenser
(DS-STRAPDISP)
It’s never been easier to dispense your strapping! Dr. Shrink’s Strapping Dispenser has a durable and lightweight design which is compatible 
with all of our premium 1/2” and 3/4” strapping rolls. The unit features a convenient carrying handle and low resistance spindle system. The 
Strapping Dispenser is the ideal tool to prevent knots, tangles, and twists in the strapping. 

sup lies
  

application photo
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Super Cap
(DS-SUPERCAP)
The Super Cap is designed to transfer the weight of snow, ice, and 
rain from the top of 2x4 support poles used under shrink wrap 
storage covers. Dome shaped and 20” in diameter, the Super Cap 
rests on the woven cord strapping running both lengthwise and 
crosswise, thus minimizing support poles from poking through 
shrink wrap covers. Super Caps can be easily attached to wooden 
uprights with either a nail or staples.

End Caps & Bottom Caps
(DS-CAP & DS-BCAP)
End Caps and Bottom Caps are designed to �t on the top and bottom 
of 2x4 boards commonly used as support poles under shrink wrap 
covers. The Caps have slits every 90˚ for the woven cord strapping to 
slide into and when the cover is shrunk, the sections �ex downward 
forming a protective pad on the top to eliminate pole poke-through. 
Bottom Caps have non-skid disks attached for added stability.

Tensioning Tool 
(DS-15)
The Tensioning Tool is used when creating the perimeter band. If the 
perimeter band is left only hand tightened, the cover will sit loosely 
over the object and can rub and chafe the object. A band properly  
tightened with the Tensioning Tool will create a powerful perimeter 
band that will hug the cover securely against the protected object, 
preventing movement and eliminating cha�ng. 

Strap Protector 
(DS-PROTECTOR)
The Protector is designed for two di�erent applications:

  1:  A method of keeping strapping from forming dents in vinyl   
       upholstery on boats
  2:  Used as corner guards to keep shrink wrap and strapping from 
        being cut on sharp edges
Notched on all four sides for easy attachment to strapping. Strapping 
is kept from pressing on vinyl marine upholstery which can leave 
permanent depressions in the material.

application photo

application photo

application photo

application photo
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Lifto�
(DS-LIFTOFF)
The Lifto� is perfect for wrapped objects that need additional ventilation 
as well as surface protection  (such as a painted boat hulls or delicate 
machinery) during the wrapping process. Lifto�s are easily installed, 
inexpensive, re-usable, durable, and limits warranty and potential 
product damage.

Professional Film Cutting Knife 
(DS-007)
Used to safely and smoothly cut shrink wrap during installation. No danger of 
scratching or cutting equipment with blade.  Replacement blades available.

Wrap n’ Strap Knife
(DS-008)
One blade designated to cut strapping and the other blade used to make even, smooth cuts for 
shrink wrap. A combination of our innovative Ring Cutter (DS-RCUT) and Film Knife (DS-007) 
tools, the Wrap n’ Strap Knife is a handy, safe, and convenient tool to cut your strapping and 
�lm with a simple �ip of the blade. Replacement blades available.  Additional blades may be 
stored within the Wrap n’ Strap housing.

Ring Cutter
(DS-RCUT)
Convenient stra
available to the
cord strapping w .

knives
    

sup lies
  

application photo

application photo
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Weather-Tight Vent 
(DS-683)
Allows air circulation under shrink wrap covers and is water resistant when 
installed horizontally or vertically. Easy installation using the one-piece pull 
tab that exposes over 15 square inches of adhesive. UV additives for long life 
in all climates. Available in black or white, with or without screen.

venting
  

Self-Piercing Louvered Vent
(DS-STEALTH)
The Stealth vent is easily installed by simply piercing the shrink wrap cover. 
Provides protection from condensation, heat build-up and mildew from 
trapped  moisture. Seals itself to prevent rain and snow from getting under 
the cover. Made of lightweight and durable plastic. 

Wind-Powered Vent
(DS-683WP)
Dr. Shrink has once again re-invented the Weather-Tight vent. We added 
anemometer cups to spin blades, creating the DS-683WP Wind-Powered 
Vent. It moves air under the shrink wrap cover with even the slightest breeze 
and can circulate air 24 hours per day. The cups can be rotated to either 
deliver air or remove it, maximizing air �ow under the cover and eliminating 
moisture buildup. Available in blue or white.

Round Airlette Vent
(DS-062A)
Three-part self-adhesive vent that �rmly sticks to shrink wrap and can withstand all weather conditions. 
One-way air �ow design allows air to escape without allowing moisture in. Made of lightweight and durable 
plastic.

installation photo

installation photo

installation photo
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Dr. Shrink’s Zipper Access Doors
(MULTIPLE PART NUMBERS)
Doors are taped on the �nished cover to allow access into a shrink wrapped boat without 
compromising the durability of the cover. Available in 36”, 48”, and 72” lengths by 30” and 
36” widths. They have double-pull zippers and are available in clear, white, and blue.

zipper doors

RV Zipper Access Door
(DS-4082HDC)
Access into your covered RV has been made possible now with the RV Access Door. This 
access door comes in 40” x 82” and features a new “C” shaped opening versus our 
traditional “U” shape. Come and go as you please with the double pull heavy zipper, all 
without compromising the integrity of the cover. The RV Access Door is resealable, 
waterproof, and easily installed with our Heat Shrink Tape.

Lifting Lug Covers
(DS-LLC-ZIPPER)
Dr. Shrink has formulated an alternative option for quick & easy access to your lifting points. Each 
Lifting Lug Cover is a 12” x 12” square, made of premium 10-mil shrink wrap and extremely durable 
and sturdy. 

installation photo

application photo
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Dr. Shrink’s Heavy-Duty Film Rack 
(DS-HDRACK)
The heavy-duty �lm rack is built out of black powder coated steel and can hold up 
to four 200 pound rolls of shrink wrap - along with heat tools, propane tank, 
strapping and other supplies. The rack rolls on the extra large casters with locks for 
ease of use. It is ready to make the installation of shrink wrap much easier for you. 
*Shrink wrap & accessories not included with cart*

racks & carts

Dr. Shrink’s GoCart
(DS-GOCART)
Easy assembly - easy take 
down! This lightweight cart is 
durable and easy to                  
maneuver. Four 8” lockable, 
rotating wheels make braking 
and handling a snap. 
*Shrink wrap not included with cart*

Dr. Shrink’s Utility Cart
(DS-UTILITYCART)
Lightweight two-wheeled Utility 

art with a spot for everything. 
Holds the propane tank, heat tool, 
hose, strapping, tape, buckles, 
etc. Rolls easily on 8” wheels. 
*Accessories not included with cart*

Dr. Shrink’s Film Rack 
(DS-FILMRACK)
Dr. Shrink’s Film Rack is a less expensive alternative to the Heavy-Duty Film Rack and the 
GoCart. The side rails are made of square steel tubing measuring 18”.  These rails are perfect 
for easy mounting on either the �oor or the wall. The center pole is a 72” long piece of conduit, 
sturdy enough to hold even the largest of shrink wrap rolls.
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more accessories
   

Lightweight Composite Propane Tank
(DS-LWTANK-17)
Finally, an alternative to lugging around those heavy propane cylinders! These 17 pound composite tanks are 36% 
lighter than steel and 14% lighter than aluminum tanks. The ergonomic handles allow for easy carrying and 
stacking. Thanks to the rugged noncorrosive 3-layer composite, your fuel levels will always be visible so you’ll never 
unexpectedly run out on the job. 

Long Cu� Safety Gloves
(DS-009)
The Long Cu� Safety Gloves will not 
stick to heated wrap and will protect 
your hands during those extreme jobs.

Safety Glasses
(DS-010)
Protect your eyes with these 
shatter resistant safety glasses 
from Dr. Shrink.

6” x 75’ Foam Padding
(1/4” Thickness)
(DS-675F)
Used on sharp edges or protruding points to protect punctures through the shrink 
wrap.

Dr. Shrink’s EasyKlips®
(MULTIPLE PART NUMBERS)
Finally, a second set of hands when you need them while shrink wrapping! EasyKlips® 
temporarily secure the shrink wrap on boats and all types of industrial equipment 
when installing shrink wrap outdoors. This can reduce labor and makes the shrink 
wrap process easier!  Sold individually or in a 4-pack. Available in white or blue. application photo

application photo
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Flame retardant and 
non-flame retardant film specifications 

D-t,ta. tf 

Test Descriptlon 

Weatherablllty 
Thickness 
Shrink Temperature 

Tenslle Propertles 
-Yield (md/cd)
-Break (md/cd)
-Elongation (md/cd)
Elmendorf Tear {md/cd) 
Dart lmpact 
Blow-up ratio (md/cd)

Method Unlts 7 mll Shrlnk 8.5 mll 
Shrlnk 

ASTM G63 Hours Over 1 ООО 
ASTM 0374 Mil 7 
АSТМ 02732 Degree F 275 

АSТМ 0882 psi 
АSТМ 0882 psi 
АSТМ 0882 % 
АSТМ 01922 gm 
АSТМ 01709 gm 

% 

1400/1200 
2500/2400 
600/700 
600/1100 
750 
45 -60/30-40 

Over 1000 
8.6 
275 

1400/1200 
2500/2400 
600ПОО 

800/1100 
900 
45-60/30-40

Таре specifications 
Oriented Polyethylene Backjng 
Synthetic rubber-clear AdhesNe 

9 mil TotaJ thickness 
32 ounce/inch width Adhesion to backing 
70 ounce/inch width Adhesion to steel 

9000 volts Oielectric strength 
Excellent Mois ture res1stance 

Flame Retardant 
Poly.ethylene Shrlnk Wran 

TEST RESULT S 
Burnlng ASTM Е84 9 & 12 mil film Characteristlcs 
Flame Spread lndex 10 
Smoke Development 75 

TENSILE STRENGTH ASTM D882 
МО 1700 psi 
то 1200 psi 

Elongation АSТМ D882 
МО 225% 
то 350% 

Dart lmpact ASTM D 1709 475 g 

Water Vapor АSТМ Е96 .76 perm 
Transmisslon Rate 

Oriented Polyethylene 
Synthetic rubЬer-clear 

10 mil 
36 ounce/inch width 
60 ounce/inch width 

9000 volts 
Excellent 

Heat Shrlnk Та � __ + _32_0_F_- _+_1 _6 _0° _F_---l_li_e _m _p _er_a _ture_raл_g_e_,._ __ +3_2 _0 _F_- _+_1 _60_0_F_--f 
Composltfon .4 gm/100 in 2/24 hours Water vaportrans. rate .4 gm/100 in 2/24 hours 

reservation Таре 
Composftlon 

Elongation 100% 100% 

34  
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Film Size Sq. Ft Boat Length Beam # of Boats # of Vents Description
12’ x 175’ 2100 0’-16’ up to 7’ 8 4

with low windshields
14’ x 150’ 2100 14’-19’ up to 8’ 6 4 Great for runabout with full windshields
17’ x 120’ 2040 17’-24’ up to 8.5’ 4 6 Excellent for pontoon boats and cuddy 

cabin cruisers
20’ x 100’ 2000 25’-29’ up to 8.5’ 3 6 Good for express cruisers
24’ x 115’ 2760 25’-29’ up to 9’ 3 6 Superb for express cruisers with arches 

26’ x 100’ 2600 28’-31’ up to 10’ 2 8
boats under 32’

32’ x 100’ 3200 30’-38’ up to 11’ 2 10
with an arch

40’ x 100’ 4000 44’-60’ up to 16’ 1 12 Covers very large boats with arches and 
bridges with one piece of wrap

50’ x 100’ 5000 60’+ 16’+ 1 16 Excellent one piece coverage for the 
largest of boats with multiple levels, 

arches & bridges
*These sizes are approximate - each boat must be measured to assure that the proper size wrap is used. 
Always over ventilate and use the Shrinkfast® 998 for best results.

wrapping your boat

1 2 3 4

5 6

7
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Parts lnde 
Part Number Film Size Mil 

DS-1773508 17' Х 350' Blue 7 

DS-177350W 17' Х 350' White 7 

DS-1764108 17' Х 410' Blue 6 

DS-176410W 17' Х 41 О' White 6 

"NEW PRODUCTS 
DS-186200W 18' Х 200' White 6 

LISTED IN BLUE 
DS-1872008 18' Х 200' Blue 7 

DS-187200W 18' Х 200' White 7 

DS-188200W 18' Х 200' White 8 

DS-2070898 20' Х 89' BILJe 7 

DS-207089W 20' Х 89' White 7 

DS-2061008 20' Х 100' Blue 6 

Part Number Film Size Mil DS-206100C 20' Х 100' Clear 6 

DS-206100W 20' Х 100' White 6 

DS-1271498 12' Х 149' Blue 7 DS-208100W 20' Х 100' White 8 

DS-127149W 12' Х 149' White 7 DS-20101 00W 20' Х 100' White 10 

DS-1261758 12' Х 175' Blue 6 DS-20121 OOW 20' Х 100' White 12 

DS-126175W 12' Х 175' White 6 DS-207200W 20' Х 200' White 7 

DS-1471288 14' Х 128' Blue 7 DS-206240W 20' Х 240' White 6 

DS-147128W 14' Х 128' White 7 DS-2072988 20' Х 298' Blue 7 

DS-1461508 14' Х 150' Blue 6 DS-207298C 20' Х 298' Clear 7 

DS-146150C 14' Х 150' Clear 6 DS-207298W 20' Х 298' White 7 

DS-146150W 14' Х 150' White 6 DS-227100W 22' Х 100' White 7 

DS-1472138 14' Х 213' Blue 7 DS-2460458 24' Х 45' Blue 6 

DS-147213W 14' Х 213' White 7 DS-247050W 24' Х 50' White 7 

DS-1463008 14' Х 300' Blue 6 DS-2460858 24' Х 85' Blue 6 

DS-146300W 14' Х 300' White 6 DS-246085W 24' Х 85' White 6 

DS-1474258 14' Х 425' Blue 7 DS-2461158 24' Х 115' Blue 6 

DS-147425W 14' Х 425' White 7 DS-246115W 24' Х 115' White 6 

DS-166200W 16' Х 200' White 6 DS-247120W 24' Х 120' White 7 

DS-167200W 16' Х 200' White 7 DS-2410120W 24' Х 120' White 10 

DS-1760318 17' Х 31' Blue 6 DS-2410163W 24' Х 163' White 10 

DS-177031W 17' Х 31' White 7 DS-2472488 24' Х 248' Blue 7 

DS-1771108 17' Х 11 О' Blue 7 DS-247248W 24' Х 248' White 7 

DS-177110W 17' Х 110' White 7 DS-248250W 24' Х 250' White 8 

DS-1761208 17' Х 120' Blue 6 DS-2671008 26' Х 100' Blue 7 

DS-176120C 17' Х 120' Clear 6 DS-267100W 26' Х 100' White 7 

DS-176120W 17' Х 120' White 6 DS-268100W 26' Х 100' White 8 

DS-1771758 17' Х 175' Blue 7 DS-267160W 26' Х 160' White 7 

DS-177175W 17' Х 175' White 7 DS-2672298 26' Х 229' Blue 7 

DS-1762708 17' Х 270' Blue 6 DS-267229W 26' Х 229' White 7 

DS-176270W 17' Х 270' White 6 DS-268250W 26' Х 250' White 8 
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Part Number 

DS-268.5260W 

DS-287064W 

DS-287114W 

DS-2872138 

DS-287213C 

DS-287213W 

DS-288250W 
DS-308.5260W 

DS-3270658 

DS-3271008 

DS-327100C 

DS-327100W 

DS-3271868 

DS-327186W 

DS-3210186W 
DS-328230W 

DS-367070W 

DS-367165W 

DS-4071008 

DS-407100C 

DS-407100W 

DS-408100W 

DS-40101 00W 

DS-40121 00W 

DS-4071498 

DS-407149W 

DS-4010150W 
DS-407200W 

DS-509100W 

DS-60101 0OW 

Part Numьer 

DS-269062WFR 

DS-267160WFR 

Film Size 

26' Х 260' White 

28' Х 64' White 

28' Х 114' White 

28' Х 213' Blue 

28' Х 213' Clear 

28' Х 213' White 

28' Х 250' White 
30' Х 260' White 

32' Х 65' Blue 

32' Х 100' Blue 

32' Х 100' Clear 

32' Х 100' White 

32' Х 186' Blue 

32' Х 186' White 

32' Х 186' White 
32' Х 230' White 

36' Х 70' White 

36' Х 165' White 

40' Х 100' Blue 

40' Х 100' Clear 

40' Х 100' White 

40' Х 100' White 

40' Х 100' White 

40' Х 100' White 

40' Х 149' Bll1e 

40' Х 149' White 

40' Х 150' White 
40' Х 200' White 

50' Х 100' White 

60' Х 100' White 

Specialty Shrlnk 
Wrap & Fllms 

arrt! е� , 
FilmSize 

26' Х 62' White FR 
26' Х 160' White FR 

Mil 

8.5 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

8
8.5 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

10 
8 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

8 

10 

12 

7 

7 

10 
7 

9 

10 

Mil 

9 

7 

•-i lan " 1:) ontlnuedl 
Part Number Film Size Mil 

DS-329070WFR 

DS-3212070WFR 

DS-401260WFR 

32' Х 70' White FR 
32' Х 70' White FR 

40' Х 60' White FR 

е j_ е

Part Number
Sl-18100CW 

Sl-30200CW 

Sl-30200CW6P 

DS-36100CW 

DS-36300CW 

Sl-48100CW 

Description
18" Х 1 00' Clear 

30" Х 200' Yellow 

30" Х 200' Yellow (6 Pack) 

36" Х 100' Clear 

36" Х 300" Clear 

48" Х 100" Clear 

1 r i -

Part Number Description
DURA-SKRIM- 20' Х 100' 6-mil Dura Skrim 2FR - White 

2FR-20x100 

DURA-SKRIM- 20' Х 100' 6-mil Oura Skrim - Clear, non-

2-20x100 flame retardant 

.. ,. ..,

Part Number Description
РВ-403672.004 40" Х 36" Х 72" 4mil Pallet Bags 

РВ-403672.005 40" Х 36" Х 72" 5mil Pallet Bags 

РВ-524860.005 52" Х 48" Х 60" 5mil Pallet Bags 

РВ-524878.005 52" Х 48" Х 78" 5mil Pallet Bags 

РВ-524890.005 52" Х 48" Х 90" 5mil Pallet Bags 

Part Number Description
SS-163006 

SS-166006 

SS-183006 

SS-186006 

SS-HOШER 

Part Number
DS-RBAG 

DS-RBAG-KU 

DS-GLRBAG 

16" Х 300' 6-mil Sling Shield 

16" Х 600' 6-mil Sling Shield 

18" Х 300' 6-mil Sling Shield 

18" Х 600' 6-mil Sling Shield 

Sling Shie1d Holder 

Description �
Roll of 50 REВAG kits 

Prepaid FedEx REBAG kit 

Great Lakes Recycling Run Bag 

9 

12 

12 

Mil 

3 

3 

3 

5 

5 

з 
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Multimetal ICT Film - VCI
Part Number Film Size Mil
DS-204100MMVCIG 20’ X 100’ Green 4

Shrink Wrap - Corrosion Inhibiting
Part Number Film Size Mil
DS-206100WCI
DS-207100WCI

20’ X 100’ White CI
20’ X 100’ White CI

6
7

DS-328100GCI 32’ X 100’ Gray CI 8

Heat Tools 

DS-RS100

DS-RPK

DS-SHFAST998
DS-SHFAST80

DS-RPK3000

RapidShrink 100 Heat Tool Kit

Ripack 2200 Heat Tool Kit

Shrinkfast 998 Heat Tool Kit

Ripack 3000 Heat Tool Kit

Shrinkfast S80 Heat Tool Kit

Heat Tools & Accessories (continued)

DS-SHFAST998-2
DS-SHFAST998-4
DS-SHFAST998-6

DS-SHFAST998-ARMCLIP

DS-LWTANK-17

DS-RS-EXT 3’ Extension for RapidShrink

2’ Extension for Shrinkfast® 998
4’ Extension for Shrinkfast® 998
6’ Extension for Shrinkfast® 998

Arm Assist Clip for Shrinkfast® 998
DS-998-CLIP Shrinkfast® Belt Clip

Lightweight Composite 
Propane Tank

DS-SHFAST998-2-ST
DS-SHFAST998-4CASE
DS-SHFAST998-6CASE

2’ Shrinkfast X-Tender
4’ Shrinkfast® Extension Case
6’ Shrinkfast® Extension Case

Corrosion & Moisture Control
Part Number Description

Part Number Description

Part Number Description

DS-MBAGS
DS-CDRI
DS-VC1-1
DS-VC2-1
DS-VC2-2

DS-204100YCI
Mildew gas bag w/ clam packaging
Cargo Dry Pak desiccant bag
1 cubic foot VCI capsules
2 cubic foot VCI capsules
2 cubic foot VCI capsules

DS-PROCAP
DS-PROCDRI

ProGARDO CORRPACK-2
ProGARDO VCI & DRI

20’ X 100’ Yellow Sheeting (4-mil)

Tape- Heat Shrink
Part Number Description
DS-702B
DS-702C
DS-702W
DS-702WP
DS-702.5W-7.5
DS-703W
DS-704B
DS-704C
DS-704W
DS-704WP
DS-704W-7.5
DS-706B
DS-706C
DS-706W
DS-706W-7.5

2” X 180’ Blue

Tape- Permanent
Part Number Description
DS-724W 4” X 180’ Permanent Tape

2” X 180’ Clear
2” X 180’ White
2” X 180’ White pinked edge
2.5” X 180’ lt-duty pinked edge
3” X 180’ White
4” X 180’ Blue
4” X 180’ Clear
4” X 180’ White
4” X 180’ White pinked edge
4” X 180 lt-duty pinked edge
6” X 180’ Blue
6” X 180’ Clear
6” X 180’ White
6” X 180’ lt-duty pinked edge

Parts Index
Anti-Corrosion
& VCI Film

Heat Tools
& Accessories

Shrink Wrap Accessories

*NEW PRODUCTS
LISTED IN BLUE

DS-RPK3000-KIT Ripack 3000 Carry-All Kit
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DS-SUPERCAP

DS-4082HDC

Super Cap

40” X 82” RV Access Door

DS-FILMRACK
DS-UTILITYCART
DS-GOCART
DS-HDRACK

Dr. Shrink’s Utility Cart

Strapping System

DS-50015
DS-50015HD
DS-500
DS-500HD
DS-750300
DS-7501500
DS-750
DS-750HW
DS-050
DS-075
DS-15
DS-CAP
DS-BCAP

DS-STRAPDISP
DS-PROTECTOR

1/2” X 1500’ woven cord strapping
1/2” X 1500’ heavy duty strapping
1/2” X 3900’ woven cord strapping
1/2” X 3900’ heavy duty strapping
3/4” X 300’ woven cord strapping
3/4” X 1500’ woven cord strapping
3/4” X 2100’ woven cord strapping
3/4” X 1665’ heavy duty strapping
1/2” Buckles
3/4” Buckles
Strap tensioning tool
Top Support Pole Cap
Non-Skid Bottom Support Pole Cap

Strapping Dispenser
Strap Protector

DS-LIFTOFF Perimeter Band Lift Device

Part Number Description

Part Number Description

Part Number Description

Tape- Preservation

Part Number Description

Installation Accessories

Part Number Description
Venting

DS-711W
DS-712B
DS-712C
DS-712W
DS-713B
DS-713C
DS-713W
DS-714B
DS-714C
DS-714W
DS-716W

1” X 108’ White
2” X 108’ Blue
2” X 108’ Clear
2” X 108’ White
3” X 108’ Blue
3” X 108’ Clear
3” X 108’ White
4” X 108’ Blue
4” X 108’ Clear
4” X 108’ White
6” X 108’ White

Tape- Anti-Chafe

DS-CHAFE3
DS-CHAFE66
DS-CHAFE6
DS-CHAFE126
DS-CHAFE12
DS-CHAFE24

3” X 1000’ light tack
6” X 600’ light tack
6” X 1000’ light tack
12” X 600’ light tack
12” X 1000’ light tack
24” X 600’ light tack

DS-683
DS-683W
DS-683SP W
DS-STEALTH
DS-062A
DS-683WP

“Weather-Tight” s/a vent - black
“Weather-Tight” s/a vent - white
4” X 5” solar powered s/a vent white
Self-piercing louvered vent
Round airlette self-adhesive vent
4” X 5” wind powered s/a vent

Part Number Description
Film Racks

DS-007
DS-007R
DS-008
DS-RCUT
DS-009
DS-010
DS-36
DS-36W
DS-48
DS-3648W

DS-72

DS-EASYKLIP-B
DS-EASYKLIP-W
DS-EASYKLIP-4PKB
DS-EASYKLIP-4PKW
DS-LLC-ZIPPER
DS-48ZR
DS-675F
DS-CONTRACT42203

Replacement blades for DS-007
Wrap n’ Strap Knife
Ring cutter

Safety Glasses
30” X 36” clear zipper door
30” X 36” white zipper door
30” X 48” clear zipper door
36” X 48” white zipper door

DS-3648B 36” X 48” blue zipper door
DS-3648C 36” X 48” clear zipper door

36” X 72” clear zipper door

Shrink wrap EasyKlip®-blue
Shrink wrap EasyKlip®-white
4pk shrink wrap EasyKlip®-blue
4pk shrink wrap EasyKlip®-white
Zippered Lifting Lug Cover
48” X 500’ Zerust sheeting
6” x 75’ Foam Padding
Contractor Bags - 42 gallon

specifications
h w  & p ts 
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Learn more about boating & marine on our website.

https://www.carid.com/boating-marine.html



